LONG TERM CURRICULUM MAP 2016/17

Hurst Knoll St James’ CE Primary School
Inspiring Faith and Learning for Life
Year 1
Autumn 1
Read Write Inc.
Red, Green, Purple
Red – complete a
sentence and hold a
sentence.
Green – simple
sentences, completing
speech bubbles,
descriptive sentences,
writing in role, posters.

English

GPS

Purple – writing
sentences in role, writing
sentences with
synonyms, descriptive
sentences, writing from a
characters point of view,
labels, adverts,
imperative sentences,
poems and captions

Capital letters
Full stops
Alphabet
Days of the week

Autumn 2
Read Write Inc.
Red, Purple, Pink
Red – complete a
sentence and hold a
sentence.
Purple – writing
sentences in role, writing
sentences with
synonyms, descriptive
sentences, writing from a
characters point of view,
labels, adverts,
imperative sentences,
poems and captions
Pink – labels, imperative
sentences, descriptive
sentences, using
adjectives, sequences,
writing in role, poems,
instructions, nonchronological reports,
posters

Capital letters
Full stops
Using joining word ‘and’

Spring 1

Spring 2

Read Write Inc.
Green, Pink, Orange

Read Write Inc.
Green, Orange, Yellow

Green – simple
sentences, completing
speech bubbles,
descriptive sentences,
writing in role, posters.

Green – simple
sentences, completing
speech bubbles,
descriptive sentences,
writing in role, posters.

Pink – labels, imperative
sentences, descriptive
sentences, using
adjectives, sequences,
writing in role, poems,
instructions, nonchronological reports,
posters

Orange – writing from
experience, descriptive
sentences, writing in role,
writing in the past and
the present, letters,
menus, questions, labels,
recount events.

Orange – writing from
experience, descriptive
sentences, writing in role,
writing in the past and
the present, letters,
menus, questions, labels,
recount events.

Exclamation marks
Question marks

Yellow – comparisons,
recount events,
inference, descriptive
sentences, reports,
deduction, character
descriptions, postcards,
instructions, notes,
labels, poems, nonchronological reports.

Plurals - adding –s or –es

Summer 1
Read Write Inc.
Purple, Yellow, Blue
Purple – writing
sentences in role, writing
sentences with
synonyms, descriptive
sentences, writing from a
characters point of view,
labels, adverts,
imperative sentences,
poems and captions
Yellow – comparisons,
recount events,
inference, descriptive
sentences, reports,
deduction, character
descriptions, postcards,
instructions, notes,
labels, poems, nonchronological reports.
Blue – dialogue, recount,
empathy, retelling
stories, newspaper
report, present an
argument, letters with
questions, adverts, plan a
party, poems, characters
point of view, persuasion,
personal recount, lists
Suffixes –ing, -er and –
est.

Summer 2
Read Write Inc.
Purple, Blue. Grey
Purple – writing
sentences in role, writing
sentences with
synonyms, descriptive
sentences, writing from a
characters point of view,
labels, adverts,
imperative sentences,
poems and captions
Blue – dialogue, recount,
empathy, retelling
stories, newspaper
report, present an
argument, letters with
questions, adverts, plan a
party, poems, characters
point of view, persuasion,
personal recount, lists
Grey – notes, characters
point of view, first person
writing, writing from
experience, poems,
letters, non-chronological
reports, write in role,
persuasion

Prefix –un

Class Read

Maths

Cornerstones
Theme

Funnybones
The baby who wouldn’t
go to bed
Hush little baby
The toys’ party (Kipper)
Senses Poetry
Handa’s Surprise
Brown bear, Brown Bear
Avocado Baby
From head to toe
Peepo!

Pattern and Algebra 2
Calculating 4-5
Number and the
Number System 2

Pattern and Algebra 3
Calculating 6-7
Number and the
Number System 3

Pattern and Algebra 4-5
Number and the
number system 4
Calculating 8-9
Geometry 1-5
Measurement 1-6

Memory Box

Moon Zoom!

The Enchanted
Woodland

Splendid Skies

Paws, Claws and
Whiskers

Bright Lights, Big City

Seasonal and daily
weather patterns

Using and making maps
Describing physical
features

Countries and capital
cities of the UK; Using
locational language;
Geographical similarities
and differences

Changes within living
memory

PSHE
Outdoor
Learning

(Linked to
cornerstones)

Katie in London
Katie in Scotland
When Dragons are
Dreaming
Who wants a Dragon

Pattern and Algebra 1
Calculating 1-3
Number and the
Number System 1

History

Art

The Windy Day
The Snowy Day
The Sunny Day
The Rainy Day
Weather books

Securing Foundation
7-12
Number, Pattern and
Calculating

Fieldwork in the local
area

(including
Arts
Mark/Award)

The tale of Peter Rabbit
The tale of squirrel
nutkin
Tickle tickle peter
The tale of…

The mixed up
Chameleon
The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Roosters off to see the
world
Pancakes Pancakes
Do Bears have Mothers
to?
The Lamb and the
Butterfly

Securing Foundations
1-6
Number, Pattern and
Calculating

Geography

DT

There is no place like
space
Aliens Love underpants
Whatever next
Here come the Aliens
Twinkle twinkle little
star
The Little Prince
The Way Back Home
Beegu
Come to Tee on
PlanetZoom-Zee
Space Poems
Q Pootle 5

Making picnic food

Satellite images
Significant people –
astronauts; changes
within living memory
Design and make spacethemed vehicles;
evaluating toys; using
mechanics

Making maps

Significant individuals
Designing labels;
designing and making
animal enclosures

Making party food

Drawing and painting,
collage

Model of the solar system

Working with natural
materials

Caring for Babies and
Toddlers; Sharing
Memories

Aspirations and goal
setting

Looking after the
environment

Using our senses in the
outdoors, blindfold
challenge.

Viewing the moon

Planting

The Great Fire of London

Collage and painting
Feeling positive

Looking at the effects of
light and shadow.

Exploring mechanisms;
constructing moving
models; understanding
where food comes from

Animal masks and
products
Caring for animals

Insect hunt

Active citizens

Solar system;
Properties of everyday
materials; working
scientifically

Science
(Included in
cornerstones)

Plants; identifying and
classifying

Seasonal changes

Animals (including
humans); working
scientifically

Unit)

Animals, including
humans – parts, senses;
working scientifically

Computing

Logging on

Logging on

Computer skills and word
processing

Computer skills and word
processing

Painting

Painting

PE

Games

Games
Gym

Dance

Gym
OAA

Games

Games
Athletics

Hey you!

Christmas

In the groove

Rhythm in the way we
walk
Banana rap

Round and round

Reflect, rewind, replay

MFL
(Spanish)

Basic greetings

Numbers

Days of the week/month

Family members

Animals

Weather

Collective
Worship

Generosity

Respect and Reverence

Wisdom

Perseverance

Service

Responsibility

RE

Harvest
God and Creation

Christmas
Gifts

Jesus was special

Easter – celebrating new
life

What is a saint?
Why is Baptism special?

Hinduism

Jodrell Bank

Forest hunt

Blackpool Zoo

Portland Basin

Science
(Stand Alone

Everyday materials;
Working scientifically

Music

(Charanga
Focus & Music
Service
Instruments)

Educational
Visits

Visit from Beavers –
looking after the
environment.

Visit from weather
reporter.

RSPCA visit

Historian visit

Woodland party

Balloon Launch

Animal sock puppets

Models of London
landmarks

Experiences
from
Community

Visit from a nurse and a
mum & baby.

End of unit/
Cornerstone
Celebration

Memory Box

Experience
Charter

Outdoor picnic

Family Time
‘Learning in
Class’ Focus

Phonics

Maths

Grammar

Phonics

Maths

Grammar

SMSC/
British
Value links

Working Co-operatively

Aspirations and Goal
Setting

Caring for others

Being good citizen

Looking after animals

Looking after the
environment

‘Alien Found in school
car park’ Newspaper
Report

Blackpool Zoo

